We	
  thank	
  Anonymous	
  Referee	
  #1	
  for	
  thoughtful and detailed commentary, which
improves the manuscript. We agree with the vast majority of comments, as well
as several recommendations. We	
  provide	
  responses	
  to	
  the	
  comments	
  below, and
have amended the manuscript accordingly.	
  
TEXT
Page1: Affiliations 2 and 4. To me they look very similar. Am I wrong?
-Changed.
Page 2, line 7: delete “assemblage”.
-Changed.
Page 2, line 8: “sediments” instead of “sediment”. Existing sites: I would
delete existing because this gives the idea that Site 213 still exists on the
sea floor, which is unlikely.
-Changed.
Page 3, line 25: add “from the ocean-atmosphere” after carbon.
-Changed.
Page 3, line 26: add “to the ocean- atmosphere” after carbon.
-Changed.
Page 4, line 3: “deep-sea carbonates” instead of” deep-sea carbonate
accumulation”.
-Changed.
Page 4, lines25-27: The amount of carbon is certainly crucial but: Does the
magnitude of these changes be also controlled by the rate of the input?
Comparing with the ongoing release of GHG into the ocean-atmosphere,
this also is a crucial factor to take into account.
-Yes, the amount of carbonate dissolution depends on both the amount and rate
of carbon addition. We have clarified this point.
Page 5, line 8: see comment on Page 2, line 8.
-The word ‘existing’ removed.
Page 6, line 24: “Sediment age was determined primarily through
calcareous biostratigraphy”. Biostratigraphy does not give absolute ages,
but relative. Ages are determined with biochronology. These are two
substantially different concepts. The sentence should be re-phrased so
that it is immediate what the authors mean.
-Has been rephrased now to take this useful point into account.
Page 7, line 2: may be “sediments” instead of “sediment”.
-Agree. Changed.

Page 7, line 9: delete “depth”.
-Clarified. It is now “low spatial resolution between samples”.
Page 7, lines 10-12: This mostly due to the fact that the Paleogene Time
Scale is not fixed. Even the recalibration (absolute ages) proposed by the
authors is going to change shortly, I guess.
-This is correct and these lines now have been reworded. At present, very few
early Paleogene records are on a common and current time scale, one that
appears to be close to reasonable absolute age. As should also be clear from our
work and that of several other papers, many previously generated deep-sea
records have not been spliced properly (i.e., they contain core overlaps and core
gaps). Consequently, it is not a straightforward matter of sliding data to a revised
age model. The age model used in this study is, at least now, the simplest to use
for comparing early Paleogene records, because several high quality records that
have been spliced correctly exist on this age model.
Page 7, line 18 to Page 8, line 7: I do not know if I get it correctly: the
authors assumed a core gap of 1m between successive cares, they also
assumed that the total length of core gaps are variable because the total
length of the gap is equal to 1m (constant for each core) plus the difference
between and ideal core length (9.5m) and the actual length of the recovered
core. If this is what you mean, this is lost in the text and the sentences
should be probably rephrased.
-We have reworded this portion of the paper for better clarification. For reference,
there are “core gaps” between each successive core, which we arbitrarily set at 1
m. ”. However, there are also cores with incomplete sediment recovery. The two
“phenomena” are distinct. In particular, as clearly shown at many sites drilled in
the last 10-20 years, even successions of complete 9.5 m cores typically have
core gaps, which average about 1 m.	
  
Page 8, line 19: “Calcareous nannofossils were investigated in 62 samples
to refine ages.” The authors are not calibrating CN datums, they simply
provide the better positioning for each calcareous nannofossil datum. The
sentence should be: “Calcareous nannofossils were investigated in 62
samples to refine biostratigraphic datums”. Again biochronology is not a
synonymous od biostratigraphy.
-Agreed. These lines have been revised accordingly.
Page 9, lines 7-8: make reference to previous works that provide this kind
of biochronologic data
-Added.
Page 9, lines 6-9: This is confusing to me. I would suggest to change this
sentence because its meaning is ambiguous at this moment : I would say
something such “some of these biohorizons have been used to construct

CN zonal schemes such as those of Okada and Bukry (1980) and Martini
(1971), the latter adopted as biostratigraphic scheme in this work.
-Okay. We have changed.
Page 9, lines 8-11: This sentence is floating delete it or, better, define all the
biohorizons you are going to use. In this contest you can mentioned the
particular case of the Base/Base common of D. lodoensis.
-These lines have been modified.
Page 9, lines 23-25: Specify How many samples did not give reliable values.
-Okay. We have now specified.
Page 10, lines 3-5: Looking at Figs 4-6 it seems more from NP7-8-NP13 (Site
213), NP475-NP12 (Site 214) and NP7/8-NP13 (Site 215).
-This is correct, and these lines have been revised accordingly.
Page 10, line 9: “selected taxa” instead of “assemblage components”.
-Ok. Changed.
Page 10, line 10: “Age estimates are from Agnini et al:.” add “of CN
biohorizons” after Age estimates.
-Added.
Page 10, line 12: “constrains” instead of “criteria”
-Changed.
Page 10, line 15: upper case for Top (T), add (base of Zone NP13) after T.
orthostylus.
-Changed.
Page 10, lines 17-18: upper case for Base (B), add (base of one NP12) after
D. lodoensis.
-Changed.
Page 11, lines 8-9: delete “several of these criteria” and add “information
derived by the integration of CN stratigraphic ranges”. “The simultaneous
presence” instead of “the overlap in range”. “Observed” instead of
“occurs”.
-Changed.
Page 11, line 12: “its disappearance is calibrated” to instead of
“disappears” (that refers to a taxon not to a biohorizon)
-Changed.
Page 11, line 13: Zones NP7 and NP8 are undifferentiated. Please use NP7/8
instead of NP7.

-We have reworded, along with reference for why this is the case.
Page 11, line 14: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 11, line 15: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 11, line 16: put 60.90 Ma in brackets after Zone NP5.
-We removed this sentence, as not needed.
Page 11, lines 17-18: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 11, line 22: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 11, line 23: add “Based on these data” at the beginning of the
sentence.
-Added.
Page 11, line 23: “Biostratigraphic data” instead of “criteria”
-Changed.
Page 11, lines 26-28: These two biostratigraphic data (diverse and
abundant fasciculiths and absence of E. robusta) should be integrated to
be used properly. ”:.Diverse and abundant Fasciculithus spp. indicate an
age older (minimum) than 55.47 Ma.” Diverse and abundant fasciculiths are
present up to the onset of the PETM (55.53 Ma). 55.47 Ma is the calibration
for the CO between Fasciculithus spp. and Z. bijugatus that occurred
during the PETM (after the onset). Decrease in diversity, also known as Top
of Fasciculithus richardii group (see Agnini et al. 2014 for details) should
be added in Table 1. What about D. multiradiatus? I suppose D.
multiradiatus is also present in this interval (where you have diverse
fasciculiths and no E. robusta) and the presence of D. multiradiatus is the
datum based on which you are sure to be in NP9 and not in an older
interval.
-Added to table 1. Tables 2 and 4 and Figures 8 and 10 now show NP9 correctly.
Yes, D. multiradiatus is present during this interval.
Page 12, line 1: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 12, line 1: “These biostratigraphic data” suggest instead of “this
composition suggests”.
-Changed.

Page 12, line 5: upper case for Base.
-Changed.
Page 12, line 6: upper case for Base, add “within zone NP7/8” at the end of
the sentence.
-Changed.
Page 14, lines 12-14: Based on biostratigraphic data, I’d suggest that these
lows in _13C document B1/B2 events. Because of the short stratigraphic
range reported in literature for E. robusta (Raffi et al., 2005; Agnini et al.,
2007) you might hypothesize that the core gap between core 14 and 13 is
very limited.
- These are interesting comments. Yes, it is possible the minor CIEs may
represent B1/B2, but they could also be C1/C2, or even something else. We
have not modified the text. The duration of E. robusta is approximately 0.4 Myr.
The long-term sedimentation rate at Site 215 is approximately 9 m/Myr, such that
E. robusta should span about 4 m. According to our data, it spans about 9 mcd at
Site 215, which includes missing section and a presumed 1 m core gap. We thus
see the point of the comment, and have added a short paragraph. However, for
consistency, we have kept the core gap at 1 m between cores 14 and 13.
Page 15, line 8: “our nannofossil assemblage” should be substituted with
“Our calcareous nannofossil biostratigraphic data”
-Changed.
Page 15, line 9: add “and the presence of core gaps”
-Changed.
Page 15, lines 11-15: This sentence is not clear to me. I would ask the
author to re-write this sentence.
-We have rewritten this sentence to make things more clear (hopefully).
Page 15, line 16: “have proved” to instead of “can”
-Changed.
Page 19, line 24: “NP9” instead of “NP10” (see Table 2). This shift actually
occurs within Zone NP9 as correctly reported in Table2. This should be
corrected also in Figure 8, where NP9 is missing.
-This is correct. Writing modified.
Page 19, lines 27-29: The interpretation proposed by the authors is difficult
to be proved. The K-X event (ca. 135 mcd at Site213, if the authors are right)
usually occurs at the base of Zone NP12 (ca. 139 mcd at Site 213). These
events are thus separated by four meters that likely represent a copious
amount of time. Do you have any reliable estimation of sediment

accumulation rates (SAR) in this interval? I guess, It should be quite low
since you are in a deep sea ocean setting with relatively low CaCO3
content. This could suggest low SAR, may be on the order of 0.5-1 cm/kyr.
If this estimate is reliable then the four meter (separating the two events)
document 400-800 kyr in term of time. This point is crucial and the authors
should offer a more complete a substantiate explanation of their
interpretation because at this point it is not very strongly supported by
data.
- This is an awkward topic because the start of Discoaster lodoensis is pulsed at
several locations. By strict definition, the K/X event occurs within NP12, because
it broadly correlates to the time when Discoaster lodoensis becomes common.
(Agnini et al., 2007; Dickens and Backman, 2013). This is at 137.52 Mcd at Site
213..We have rewritten to make this clearer.
Page 20, lines 3-4: Not at Site 213, where the CaCO3 content remains very
low throughout the interval (see Fig. 8).
-High carbonate contents immediately after the most prominent events do
suggest overshoots at Site 213, at least during the recovery phase of the PETM.
CaCO3 increases to ~100% in samples at 149.98 and 149.55 MCD or during the
recovery phase of the PETM at Site 213. The potential recovery phase of the
supposed K/X event cannot be discussed because it lies in core gap.
Page 20, lines 2-6: This sentence is quite weak because of previous
comment on Site 213. Specifically it should be post-dated at Site 213,
where your interpretation of the K-X event is questionable. In addition, you
have no data available to support this interpretation at Site 215.
-We have rewritten to clarify. Neither the PETM nor the K/X event were
recovered at Site 215. At Site 213, only the recovery of the PETM and probably
the onset of the K/X were recovered.
Page 20, lines 6-7: see comment above and that (on the same issue) at
page 19, lines 27-29.
-See above comments.
Page 23, line 13: delete “assemblage”, add “and”
-Changed.
Page 24, line 13: delete “especially”
-Changed.
TABLES
Table 1:
-Add Fasciculithus decrease diversity or Top F. richardii group (55.53 Ma),
see comment on page 11, lines 25-27.
-Added to Table 1.

- Fasciculithus tympaniformis should be in italic Table 2-4. Nannofossil
indicators should be substituted with nannofossil taxa or something
similar.
-Italicized and modified.
FIGURES AND FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 caption:
-“:such as for much of the early Eocene at Sites 1219 and 1221, as noted by
Hancock et al., 2007).” I can not see any data from Site 1221 in Figure 1.
-We thank this referee for catching this. Site 1221 has been removed from the
figure caption.
-“Calcareous Nannofossil biozones are taken from Martini (1971), but
adjusted to the current time scale”. This sentence is misleading and
formally wrong and needs to be re-phrased. For instance you should say
something like: The biozonal scheme adopted is that of Martini (1971).
Ages of calcareous nannofossil biohorizons are those proposed by Agnini
et al. (2006, 2007) recalibrated using Option 1 of Westerhold et al. (2008).
-Figure 1 caption modified.
-Add something on how you put PCIM, PETM,H,I; EECO on this figure.
Which data do you use? And Why do you decide not to put K-X event on
this figure? - Add something on CCD reconstruction curve (in brown). This
is not even mentioned in the caption. Explain how you built up this curve.
-All of this has now been added to this figure caption.
Figure 2 caption: There are no green numbers in the figure 2.
-Changed wording from ‘green’ to ‘yellow-greenish’ so that this comment could
be taken into account.
FIGURES 4-6 General comment: In Fig. 1 x-axis represents time with older
ages positioned on the left. Figures 4-6 show an inversed x-axis and this
makes confusion. I would suggest the authors to maintain consistency
between figures. I personally prefer the general set up of Figure 1. Vertical
dashed lines defining biozones:
-X-axis reversed so that X-axis in Figures 4-6 now consistent with X-axis in
Figures 1 and 11
-I would prefer to have the numbers of biozones on the right of the figure
on the y-axis.
-We attempted this but this adds more confusion to Figures 4-6 than clarity.
Keeping biozones along x-axis enables them to stay in age domain, which to us
is more straight-forward.
-Dashed lines are misleading because, based on your biostratigraphic data,
you generally know that you are within a specific Zone but you are not able

to determine the base and top of that Zone. I would suggest the authors to
use solid lines when they have identified the precise position of the
biohorizon defining the boundary of a Zone (see for instance Zones NP11
and NP12 at Site 213). I would also suggest to add horizontal grey bands to
emphasize floating biostratigraphic data. For instance, in Fig. 4 the interval
Ft-Zb lies within Zone NP9 and should be highlighted with a grey band but
it does not define the base or the Top of Zone NP9 (no solid lines are thus
necessary). Basically, what I suggest is to rotate all biostratigraphic data
(numbers of Zones as well as solid lines and grey bands) by 90_ (clockwise). This would guarantee a better readability of these figures (4-6).
-This has been modified so that solid lines reflect precision position of
biohorizons defining a boundary of a Zone or dash when not precisely
determined. But, again, when I tried to move zones to y-axis along right side of
figures, it confused things. So we moved zones back to original placement. Plus,
had we kept this change, would loose age range for each biozone.
FIGURES 8-10
-Solid lines at biozone boundaries should be used only when a precise
position of the biohorizons used to define the Zone (base or Top) has been
really identified. In all the other cases you should use dashed lines or, even
better, “grey uncertainty bands” because you are approximating
boundaries with alternative biohorizons (e.g., the base of Zone NP10 is
approximate with B D. diastypus) or, even worst, data just above core gaps.
-Modified so that lines are dashed when not determined precisely or solid when
determined precisely.
-Early/Middle Eocene. Early and Middle are not formally described in more
recent timescales (GTS04; GTS12). Do you refer to Berggren et al. (1995)? If
this is the case you should mention it, at least in the figure captions of
Figures 8-10. Alternatively, you can use Ypresian (stands for Early Eocene
in Berggren et al., 1995) and Lutetian (for the lower part of Middle Eocene
as defined by Berggren et al., 1995).
-Early and middle now lower case in Figures 8-10 since not formally defined.
-Berggren et al. (1995) referred to in each figure caption now.
Figure 10 caption:
-“The H events are in the core gap between cores 11-10. The NP10, NP11,
and NP12 biozones and depleted 13C enabled the EECO identification in
core 10. The K/X event is in the core gap between cores 10-9.”:. This is
wrong. Based on biostratigraphic data available H1/H2 events are always
recorded in the lower part of Zone NP11. At Site 215, the entire Zone NP11
is found within core 10 and this implies that H1/H2 should be in core 10,
likely in correspondence of the decrease in _13C observed between 88.77
and 88.29 mcd. If this is right, the base of the EECO should be moved
upward at least within Zone NP12. High carbonate contents recorded in
core 10 also support this hypothesis (see also Site 213 for comparison).

-Although this is consistent for H1, the magnitude of this ‘potential’ even too low
to be that of H1. As such, we modified Fig 10 to show it as possibly H1 but with a
‘?’ since it cannot be better constrained than this. The figure caption has also
been amended to reflect this change.
Figure 11 caption: “Calcareous Nannofossil biozones are taken from
Martini (1971), but adjusted to the current time scale”. Again, this sentence
is not correct, I would prefer the same sentence suggested for Figure 1
caption, that is “The biozonal scheme adopted is that of Martini (1971).
Ages of calcareous nannofossil biohorizons are those proposed by Agnini
et al. (2006, 2007) recalibrated using Option 1 of Westerhold et al. (2008).”
-Figure caption rewritten to reflect this change.

We thank Anonymous Referee #2 for commentary. We mostly agree with the
comments, and it improves our manuscript. Below we address each comment.
In their contribution, ‘Early Paleogene variations in the calcite
compensation depth’, Slotnick et al. provide an updated estimate of CCD
evolution in the central Indian Ocean from _62-48 Ma. The authors combine
refined biostratigraphy and subsidence curves, with detailed
measurements of wt % carbonate and bulk carbonate isotopes (d13C and
d18O) to revisit issues of Paleogene carbon cycling in their regional
update.
This is a nice contribution: the main compilation (Fig. 11) provides a solid
regional overview and supports the author’s case additional early
Paleogene drilling is needed in the Indian Ocean. I agree with the First
Referee on their overall summary: this is good contribution but the authors
should address a few comments to clean it up. The First Referee has
already discussed a number of biostratigraphic terminology details that
need to be addressed as well with issues with figure clarity. My comments
are largely minor ones of language, although I too list additional issues
with the figure captions/methodology explanations.
Text Edits:
line 15, pg 3165. This sentence needs moved to the methods: ‘Throughout
this work, we follow the astronomically tuned “Option-1” early Paleogene
time scale of Westerhold et al. (2008) for ease of reference and comparison
to other data sets (Table 1), although this has been argued to be offset by
one 400 kyr eccentricity cycle near the late Paleocene (Hilgen et al., 2010;
Vandenberghe et al., 2012).’ It currently breaks up the flow between two
otherwise cohesive paragraphs of the introduction.

-We have moved this sentence to the methods, as recommended, and expanded
it to clarify.
line 27, pg 3165. Delete ‘However’
-‘However’ deleted.
line 11, pg 3166: ‘From the perspective of the sedimentary record, the
lysocline is where calcite dissolution first becomes apparent (Kennett,
1982), while the calcite compensation depth (CCD) is where calcite
dissolution balances “calcite rain” from above.’ Please add a sentence or
embedded the idea in the above sentence to give the actual definition of
the lysocline.
-This sentence was reworded for clarification purposes.
line 16, pg 3166: ‘CaCO3 drops below < 10 % due to dissolution’. Change
‘to <10%’ as you don’t actually test whether it is due to dissolution. You
simply assume it is and stating that is due to this process is misleading.
-We have reworded this sentence and added another. The referee is correct in
the sense that CaCO3 can drop below 10% because of dilution. However, this is
not the case in most low-latitude, open ocean settings, such as the central Indian
Ocean.
line 7, pg 3169: change ‘offer’ to ‘provide’
-Changed.
line 10-13: ‘Most of the earlier work is not on a common and current early
Paleogene time scale, and needs amendment for comparison to other
locations.’ This will always be the case as time scales are updated and it is
no fault of the previous work, as is almost implied by the wording of this
sentence. Better to restate in the positive (i.e., in order to consider all the
work to date, you’ve updated all the previous work to a common time scale)
-We have reworded this.
line 18, pg 3169. ‘The combination almost necessarily implies
discontinuous sedimentary records that contain disturbed intervals.’
Understanding this sentence necessitates a previous, detailed
understanding of coring. For your junior readers, it would be better if you
explain up front, as you do later in line 22, why the combination leads to
discontinuities.
-We have tried to rewrite as best as we can.
line 23, pg 3169 ‘As discovered on drilling expeditions circa 1985–1987,
typically about 1 m (but up to 3 m) may be missing between successive
hydraulic piston cores.’ Reference needed.
-As above.

line 8-9, pg. 3170. Does it matter that you sampled with a plastic scoop? I
cannot image why. If not central, just collapse these two sentences as ‘A
total of 395, 10-cc, early Paleogene sediment samples were taken from
Sites 213, 214, and 215.’
-This is important in some cases, but not here; thus, we have collapsed the
sentences following referee’s recommendation.
line 9, pg 3175. ‘although a rigorous comparison cannot be made because
of slight differences in depth between samples.’ Seems overstated interpolation is a tool of science, you just chose not to do it.
-We have kept the sentence as is, because interpolation between samples
several at significant distance/time is not a good idea for the early Paleogene.
Line 11, pg 3175 “lead to a” –they don’t lead to anything. Replace with
‘have a’
-Changed.
line 16, pg 3176 ‘lead to’ . Same issue. Replace.
-Changed.
line 17, pg 3176 ‘curves with some noteworthy observations’ .The curves
don’t have noteworthy observations, but you hopefully are about to make
some about them. Please reword accordingly.
-Wording changed.
line 24, pg 3178. ‘fairly reasonable correlation’ since you don’t measure the
correlation at all, it would be better to replace correlation (a statistical term)
with ‘match’ or ‘alignment’ to make it clear that you are just eye-balling the
similarity between curves.
-We think this comment is meant for pg 3177, and have modified the sentence on
this page.
line 5, pg 3178. ‘a fact substantiated by’. All facts had better be
substantiated by something. It would be better to replace this with a more
direct, short ‘as indicated by’
-Modified.
line 19, pg 3178. replace ‘confront’ with ‘exist’. The problems aren’t
confronting the depth reconstruction (rather, they confront the person
doing the reconstruction)
-Changed.
line 5, pg 3180. ‘a concept inferred’. Better as ‘as inferred’.
-Changed.
line 9, pg 3180. Delete ‘As an aside’ because it shouldn’t be. This is

important stuff you are talking about in that mini-paragraph.
-Deleted.
line 16, pg. 3180. Delete ‘in an effort’ as it is not needed.
-Deleted.
line 25 pg 3180. Is ‘strongly’ really needed? Otherwise delete it.
-Deleted.
line 3, pg 3180. Without doing assemblage counts, or direct assessments
of preservation (besides the visual classification) how can you call the
effect of dissolution ‘relatively minor’? Delete it if no additional evidence
exists to back this up.
-We believe referee meant pg 3181 for this comment. Although we did not do
assemblage counts, we did take into account our findings regarding degree of
preservation of specific nannofossils (see tables 2, 3, and 4). This information is
what we used to substantiate this point of ‘relatively minor.’
line 22, pg 3183. Perhaps better as ‘poorly constrained’ rather than ‘poorly
defined’?
-Changed.
line 13, pg 3183. ‘Prior to our work, the early Paleogene CCD was poorly
constrained, especially for the Indian Ocean.’ As the authors describe in
detail in the preceding paragraphs, much remains to be done to described
the early Paleogene CCD as ‘well constrained’ as implied by this sentence.
I would suggest rephrasing this sentence to reflect the incremental
advance made, leaving room for future work.
-We believe referee meant pg 3186 in regards to this particular comment. This
paragraph has been modified.
line 18, pg 3186. ‘Following our work and after considerable hindsight, we
begin our conclusions with an admission: ‘ This could be entirely deleted
but if you must keep some of it. . .nah, it really is not needed.
-All of this has been deleted.
line 2, pg 3187. ‘luxury is not so clear’ how can a luxury be clear or not
clear? Rephrase.
-Rephrased.
line 4-5, pg 3178. ‘Second, the three sites contain fairly thick sediment
sections that overlie Paleocene basalt in the central Indian Ocean’ How is
this a problem that makes it difficult to constrain Indian Ocean CCDs?
Rephrase to be a second problem.
-We think this reviewer meant pg 3187 for this particular comment. The
paragraph this comment is regarding has been changed.

line 11, pg 3178. ‘Third, new sites are required to fully address the
problem.’ How is this a problem? Rather, this seems to be a need arising
from #1 and #2.
-Changed wording to reflect this point as a need.
Figure Edits:
Figure 1. How is the brown line drawn?? It doesn’t seem to be constrained
by the actual records so requires some explanation. Also, you need a
caption for the red and blue biostrat triangles. Why are they red and blue?
Actually, did you revise the age modes for 1370, 259, 1215, 1220, 1219, and
1331 using the nano-dates? If so, might be good to indicate in the caption
that the triangles were the datums you used at all sites to revise age
models.
-We’ve amended the figure caption so that it better explains the brown line
denoting the early Paleogene CCD as well as the bit regarding the red and blue
triangles.
Figure. 3 I would have found this easier as a legend within each of Figures
4, 5, 6.
-We understand this referee’s point about fig 3. However, there are pros and
cons regardless of what to do with what is in this figure. If it were placed in
figures 4, 5, and 6 then doing so would be repetitive and make each figure more
detailed with more the reader could then look at. But, this comes with the
following limitation: keeping fig 3 where it is it is then not physically on each of
the next three figures so the reader may need to flip back and forth between the
figures. We the authors did not identify a necessary reason to embed fig 3 onto
figs 4, 5, and 6 so we left it as is.
Captions of Figures 4,5,6: –How are the Age estimates derived from
Agnini? Are they perhaps just ‘from’ Agnini? If they are indeed derived
from Agnini this requires some methodological explanation – what is the
heavy pink color block from 53-50?
-Reworded to make more clear.
Other Figure Consideration: The biostrat data from 4,5,6 could be shown
(flipped by 90degrees) along the sides of Figures 8,9,10. However, if space
isn’t limiting, duplicating the figures is fine.
-Yes, this could be done, but if we made this adjustment, the figures would not be
straightforward since the data we generated was biochronologic. Since we
already show both the nannofossil and foraminiferal biozones along the left side
of each figure, adding more would make figures 8, 9, and 10 overly detailed and
more confusing to the reader.
Fig. 11. Are the aberrant Site 213 d13C values that you discuss in the text
shown? If so, they don’t seem so aberrant because I can’t see them. . . or

are they the values that sit up w/site 214? Fig. 11 Caption: Same questions
w/nanno-datums. Do they apply to all the records that are aligned?
-There are no aberrant Site 213 or 215 d13C values, as discussed in the text.
What is mentioned is that Site 214 d13C values from cores 36-39 originated in a
shallow setting and therefore are unrelated to global d13C records. These were
the samples we elected not to include in Figure 11. Yes, nanno-datums apply to
all records that were aligned.
Supplement: I had trouble accessing this. Do the authors give all the data
(including ages) for multisite alignments in Figures 1 and 11? If not, please
do. It greatly speeds subsequent work to be able to simply use the same
tables (w/mbsf, mcd, age, %carbonate, bulk isotope values) for all the sites,
rather than recompiling the data from the primary literature.
-What supplement? There is no supplement.

